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INTRODUCTION. 
The problem of fitting a polynomial to a set of observa- 
tional data so that the sum of the squared residuals is a 
minimum has been frequently investigated. A.C. Aitken, in 
an appendix to his paper, "On the Graduation of Data by the 
Orthogonal Polynomials of Least Squares ", (Proc. Roy. Soc. 
Edin. Vol. LIII (1933) pp. 77 -78,) provides a list of the 
more important papers on this subject. Tchebychef and Gram 
were the first to expound, more than fifty years ago, the 
method of fitting my means of orthogonal polynomials. Their 
work has been followed up in more recent times by several 
writers, including Jordan, R.A. Fisher and A.C. Aitken. 
W.F. Sheppard and C.W.M. Sherriff develop the equivalent 
method of linear combination of data. However, in the latter 
method, the fitted value of the central observation only is 
considered in detail, and an odd number of data is therefore 
required. 
It/ 
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2. 
It has been shown by W.F. Sheppard, and recently, with 
much more conciseness by G.J. Lidstone that the methods 
of Least Square Fitting and Linear Combination of Minimal 
Reduction Co- efficient lead to identical results. 
It is proposed, in the following investigation, to express 
all the fitted values as linear combinations of the observed 
values. The data considered are either odd or even in number, 
equidistant, unweighted and uncorrelated. Each fitted value 
1r,ß is expressed as a linear combination of the observed 




m equations of the form 
= Co,u.o + c u+ x 
M-1 
C .u. m-I .n- 
; and so there arise 
the co- efficients being certain bilinear functions of Tcheby- 
chef's orthogonal polynomials. Thus for every value of -n, , 
(the number of data) and of r , (the degree of the fitted 
polynomial) a matrix of co- efficients, C , exists, connecting 
the v''/o and the . 
In Chapter I we shall investigate the form of the matrix 
C , and its properties, and shall give examples of its con- 
struction and practical use. The differences of the '1f'A are 
similarly found to be expressible as linear combinations of 
the differences of the AJ-1,5 . The corresponding matrices 
of co- efficients, obtained in this way, of lower and lower 
order,/ 
* Lidstone, G.J. 1933. Journ. Inst. Act. Vol. LXIV. pp. 
153-158. 
3. 
order, are discussed in Chapter II, and appropriate examples 
given. The properties of these matrices are very similar 
to, and often identical with those of the matrix C 
Chapter III contains alternative methods of fitting, with 
simple checks on accuracy of working. Examples of each 
method are given. 
The appendix consists of tables of the numerical values 
of the matrices connecting observed and fitted values, for 
numbers of data equal to 4, 5, 6, 7 - - - 15, and for 
fitted polynomials of degree 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, together 
with the corresponding matrices connecting the differences. 
There is also a short bibliography. 
Methods of fitting involving the matrices discussed 
here are particularly suitable for rapid calculation with a 
machine. Indeed the use of a machine is taken for granted. 
The same example is used throughout to simplify the 
comparison of the various methods. .It is taken from 
Aitken's 
Dr A.C. Arthur's paper referred to above. 
Finally I wish to express my very deep indebtedness 
to Dr A.C. Aitken of the University of Edinburgh for his 
constant help and encouragement; and, in particular, for 
suggesting alternative proofs for the rank of the matrices, 
Chapter I 2 (VI) and Chapter II 5 (V), and the method 
of fitting given in Chapter III 5 7. 
4. 
CHAPTER I. 
1. MATRICES CONNECTING THEORETICAL AND OBSERVED VALUES. 
Let there be given 11, equidistant, unweighted, uncor- 
related data d.lp , u, u . AL Suppose 
a polynomial of degree r is fitted to the data by the principle 
of Least Squares. Let 13-o , ,r, , ; ,r denote the 
corresponding fitted values. If the fitting is done by means 
of Tchebychef's orthogonal polynomials, we have 
= ao + a, 7, (x )+- a T1( k) + aYTY (x) 
where x can take the values 0, 1, 2, 3 --- M -i ;Vic) oiTj 
denotes the Tchebychef polynomial of degree .k , and 
4 - S, SST (s) 
Ils A T, (S) 7 (s) u 
. = 
s + ' 
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T (x) + S s T (x) -I-- T2 ' T T,z 0 
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T1 T,2 + 
Tr(^, i) TYx) 
2 M-1 
%TY 
1,, Vs) (s) 
T (x) 2 Y 
TY 
A.C. Aitken. Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin. Vol. LIII (1933) p. 57. 
Tables of the Tchebychef polynomials pp. 61 -63. 
5. 
There are 11, equations of this type, one for each value of 
, expressing each AY as a linear combination of all the 
In matrix notation they may be written: 
ó 
-u- m- 
^ J iTi(o)li(o) Tr(°)Trw 
-L +Y(')T(°)+..+T(VT(°) Z 
( to) 








+ - C-fr2 
L +T(m-,)Ti(w) 
Z,IoZ + + 
At 1A 
Let C ^ [c I denote the matrix of the coefficients, 
so that C is the square matrix 
+-¡O)T(o) Tr(0)Tt./o) 
LTz T,2 -i- + tL`Tr2 
+T(0T(0) --1-y(i)v°) 
L I0 T,z G,Tr2 
+T(m-,) 1,(0)+-- tTr(M')TrlO) 
LT01 2/1, T 
z £ Tr 
+ T(},-i) T lo) 
Tr(m-')Tr(°) T,' 
+T(rn-i)Tb,-?)+ . ..+Trl^,_,)T(M-1) 
LT02 
Tables of this matrix for Tb = 4, 5, 6, 7 15 and 
= 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 will be found in the appendix. 
0 
6. 
2. PROPERTIES OF THE MATRIX.0 . 
(I) It is axi- symmetric. 
The (4. +I q,ti ),- element is 
_L + T, (1,}1-1(0+ T2() f(i) +Tr(,)Tj ) 
z 7oZ irr;z" ÿT ry 
This is symmetrical in {1- and 9 , and is therefore the 
( 60-1, . +) 
S 
element of the matrix also. Thus the matrix is 
axisymmetric. 
(II) The sum of the elements in any row or column) of C 
equals unity. 
The sum of the elements in the (k +i)- row is 
41 
+T(k 
z - Z T ,() +T,(') +- +T,(n,-,) +T2Í) ETAT, z Tz(A) +T()+ + Ti( ,) } Tt 
+ -TOP ¡Trio) t-TY(li + - 
ZTrz J 
But TS(Al + TS(I) + - - . + TS (-1-0 - o ( s > o ) 




the sum equals unity. 
This is also obvious from the fact that the least square gradua- 
tion of I 1, . I 
I 
will simply reproduce 
r - I, I, . 1 
(III) C is centro- symmetric. 
Since an arbitrary set of data could equally well 





This result also follows immediately from the fact that 
Ty(i) = (11-7C-1) 
(IV) =c 
The graduating operation may be written 
= C u, 
where are the observed and '° the fitted values. 
If the values 'r are themselves regraduated, they will merely 








Since ,u. is an arbitrary set of data, 
,. C2 = C. 
Any power of C is identical with C itself. Thus the 
matrix C is idempotent. 
(V). The latent roots of C are i and 0. 
Since C'' = C 
,'. C satisfies the equation. 
, 
This is, in general, its reduced characteristic equation.*)- 
(In/ 
*I A.C. Aitken. Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin. Vol. LIII (1933) p.64. 
"Canonical Matrices ", Turnbull and Aitken. p.48. 
8. 
(In the particular case when C _.T , the reduced characteristic 
equation is A - 1 = 0 ). 
The latent roots of C. are 1 and 0 . 
(VI.) The number of latent roots equal to unity is (r + I ), 
where y is the degree of the fitted polynomial. 
If (i + I ) rows are linearly dependent, values 
of. A, B, C - - -r K can be found such that 
+T 
(h-`) 




{1- +I (I` 
T T(t¿_;r:7) - 0 
I 
+ k LTbZ+T(k£.Trig,) . 4- TY{+oTr$) 
, ZTZ 
where the k - i 
the v-1 - column are considered. 
rows and 
Equation (1) holds for /ru values of ct 6, i, 2 
( ry columns) . 
Also v (/11 -1) since the polynomial of degree ('n -o) 
gives a perfect fit. 




This theorem might have been expected from other con- 
siderations. 
The first or indeed any set of (vt0 rows of C operating 
on an arbitrary vector k- , produce (v+-') values of a poly- 
nomial Ar of degree Y . Now these, and no lesser number, 
are sufficient to determine the polynomial, and any other 
values of the polynomial, such as those given by graduation 
of the 00 by means of later rows of e , are expressible 
linearly in terms of these (r-t-i) values. But ,u. is arbitrary. 
Hence the later rows of C themselves are expressible linearly 
in terms of the first tr4-0 rows, from which it follows that 
C is of rank ( 'i) . 
Hence, as above, the number of latent roots equal to unity 
is (r +I) , and the remaining latent roots are zeros. 
(VII). Sum of the diagonal elements. 
(a) A deduction from (VI) is that the "trace" of the matrix 
C , i.e. the sum of the diagonal elements, is Y+I , this 
is invariant, being the sum of the latent roots. 
For example, the sum of the diagonal elements in the 
ai 2145 
matrix C for rn = II Y - t. (p. 2E) is = 5 
This serves as a useful check on the calculations. 
An alternative proof is as follows: 
Sum of the elements in the principal diagonal 




Equating co-offícients of 
A +- C 
AT(k ) + ß?(h ) + . . 
A ) + Td/v,) +- .4- K -TY(I-o) = TY (10 
There are í unknowns A, B, - - -- K , and r-ß-1 equations. 
If i. > one or more sets of values fo-/- A, B, C -. -- K 
can be found, so that (1) holds. 
the rows in a set containing (r +Q) or more rows are 
linearly dependent. 
the rank of C r+ a - - - - () 
If L = Y no values can be found for A, B - -- K to satisfy 
all the equations, since no linear relation exists between 
T(x) 7i Lx) , 
(r + 1 ) rows are linearly independent, and from (2) 
no more than (r +1) rows are linearly independent. 
the rank of C is (y f -1) 
Since the matrix C can be reduced to a purely diagonal form 
Yoors 
with the latent red. -s as diagonal elements, . therefore the 
number of latent roots equal to unity is (Y+i) , the remain- 
ing ones by (v) being zeros. 
This/ 
11. 
(b). The sum of the elements in the secondary diagonal 
equals 0 o1, 1 , according as the rank is even or odd. 
The sum of the elements in the secondary diagonal 
Ti T,(o)+ 
LToz 
7; (m- T, (1)+ + 61-1;(1) 
TY(^-t) Ty 10 
+ - 
Ty2 
+ OT, (rn i Ì - 





l o 0 according as Y is even or odd. 
i.e. = 00_1 according as the rank is even or odd. 
For example, the sum of the elements in the secondary diagonal 
(P 2) is V = 1 , of the matrix (' 
ß`r`. 
.¡V, II V 
the rank being odd, equal to 5. 
('Viii-) ./ 
12. 
(VIII). Sum of the diagonal minors of C 
(a). Sum of the principal diagonal minors. 
Let k denote the sum of the diagonal minors of 
order t of the matrix C 
Then 
{1- 
'h - 1 `h - 2 
, 
is the characteristic equation of C 
But the roots of (1) are (v +1) units, and (41-v1) zeros. 
,', the equation 
Y4-1 Y - -- -ir 
has all its roots equal to unity. 
rt1 0 
Y+1 
(z (Vi) _ o 
a" 
k kt values of t up to Y , 
(2) 
where Y +1ce denotes the combination of r +o things 
taken t at a time. 
Since the rank of C is r+- o 
= o t 7 r 
, 
(b). Sum of the secondary diagonal minors. 
The secondary diagonal minors of C are the 
principal diagonal minors of J.C. 
We shall investigate the principal diagonal minors of J.C. 
Now/ 
* J is the matrix with units in the secondary diagonal, zeros 
everywhere else. 
Turnbull and Aitken, "Theory of Canonical Matrices ", p.11. 
13 . 
Now (J C) = J C 
since the matrix C is centro- symmetric, and idempotent. 
Hence J C satisfies the equation Á3 -ñ = 0 
which is its reduced characteristic equation. 
the latent roots of J C are 0, -+ I . 
The rank of J C = rank of C = r +1, 
, there are Y+ I latent roots of J C equal to +1A-1 
and An-V-1 equal to zero. 
The characteristic equation of J C is 
- ')1-1 2.)t'" -1 ( ) M o _ _ (I) 
where tt. denotes the sum of diagonal minors of order -t . 
Removing the M -Y -1 roots equal to zero, 
1 Ytl- cp.X- 1 trtt _ o - - 2 ( 
has roots equal to + 1 and - 1. 
But the sum of the latent roots of J C , which equals the 
sum of the diagonal elements, equals 0 or 1 according as 
the rank is even or odd, by (VII), (b). 
Firstly, if the rank is even, the number of latent roots 
of J C equal to + 1 equals the number equal to - 1 . 
.. (0 ( )Z- 1) 
', 2r -1 o 
Y+1 
`` o. (3J 
t Y± 1 






Since tre rank of J C is Y4-1 , the sum of diagonal minors 
of any order p equals 0 . 
Secondly,/ 
14. 
Secondly, if the rank is odd, the number of latent roots of 
J C equal to + 1 is one greater than the number equal to - 1 . 
' , (2 ) - ( 1 l %Z- , a - ö 
r )r 1Cr Ia4. k = o, , 1 ít+ 
As above, the sum of diagonal minors of any order Y +I 
equals 0 . 
(IX). Any row of C multiplied by another, or the same row, in 
which the element belonging to the principal diagonal is 
reduced by unity has a zero product. 
Since CZ - C 
C(C -I) =Ò 
a row of C multiplied by a column (which, by symmetry, is 
the same as a row) of C - 1 = O 
Hence the result. 
(X). Latent vectors of C 
Since any sot of values 'i' already lying on a poly- 
nomial of degree Y will be reproduced on graduation, we have 
CAr Ar 
. a set of values AT lying on the polynomial constitutes a 
latent vector of the matrix C . 
In particular, the set { ov, jv, 
is latent, i.e. transformed into itself. 
15. 
(XI) . Each row of 4C. after the first (v +1) rows, is 
formed by multiplying the previous (r*0 rows by the 
first (Y+1) co- efficients in the expansion of 
(1_1) V-4-1 
respectively and adding. 
Consider the elements in the cp-1 - column, where 
V 
may take any value from the 0 to M - - 
Take 4, 7 Y 
Multiply elements in the 4-1-4-0'-1,(k-v49-)s- 
rows by the first Y+-i co- efficients of 
r # 
( -)Y ( 
I t- ti respectively and add. 
We have, writing terms in the reverse order, 
(r+tl + T (1`) T (q) T L l,z 
- (r+i)r [! + r (_,) () Lo2 -I- 
' LtZ 
4-- 
I + T í{t-r) T (9l) ir r)Tr(v 
+ (-)Y T - = z 
S 
1-54l (t- -1lrs(I-1 





This equals A TS (-jti -r) 
= 0 since Y +H . 
(I) Ìua ! (`) vitto + . +TrY .TY 
l o iv ILTv 
04 
= (/t2, rpfi - element of the matrix. 
Hence the theorem is proved. 
Similarly it may be shown that each row of C equals the 
sum of the subsequent 6'+0) rows multiplied respectively by 
the first - +I Y (I- I) 
Yti 
co- efficients of ( -i 
reverse order. 
(XII). The sum of the squared elements in the (/t+ 
in the 
row 
of 0 the 0-1-1, , k+ i) 3- element. 
Sum of the squared elements in the - 
_ 





i_TOZ \2 Ti2 J2 -- 
row 
the other terms vanishing owing tc the orthogonal properties 






This also follows from the facts that c is axisymmetric, and 
2- C . This result has been given, for the case of an 
odd number of data, by W.F. Sheppard and G.J. Lidstone in the 
form C (N) _ C (Y- 
"iv,- 15; = C ( K ) u -E- +c(x). 
For example, when /),1-7 H -- L_ (p.1/ ), the sum of the 
squared elements in the fifth row of C 
54483 = 127 
184041 429 
= element in the fifth row, fifth column. 
It follows at once from this and the fact that the sum of the 
diagonal elements equals VA-- i that the sum of the squares 
of all the elements of C equals Y- I 
The labour of calculating the matrices C is much reduced 
owing to their axi- and centro- symmetric properties, while 
the fact that the sum of the elements in each row equals unity 
provides a useful and very simple check on the calculations. 
Example I. Derive the matrix C (6-1. the case T1= I I Y= . 
From A.C. Aitken's tables of Tchebychef polynomials, we have 
18 . 
x,-- o 1 1 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 /o 
-r, (x) -lo -g -6 -y. 
I 
-S 
4 I 6 8 /o 
TI(1) /1 -S -If_ -3 -2 -I O 5, 3 4. S 
T(o)T,(x)'1,} : a0 15 10 S 0 -lo -IS -20 -.25 
,(1)T,(x) I If Jb 11 8 If 0 -4 -3 -IQ -i4 
T(t)T,(x)'if_ q 6 -3 -i - 9 
T(3)T(1) i I+ 4 2 0 -I. - If 
7-1(01;I0 114_ ( O --1 
VO-fi(X) + 
b-- 0 
L.1-2--- 44-0 . . -r,Z 04 = Ho 
x= o 3 4- 5 6 7 g 9 io 
-Ft (x) 4S (B -3 -18 -a7 -30 -27 -18' -3 /8 45 
Tz()) 13 is- L -1 -t -9 -1a -7 t -I G 1 s 
Tz(o)T;.()) 19 cas' 90 --IS -90 -135 -1 so -135" -90 -is- 90 12S 
1-,()rz(019 36 -t -36 -54- -60 -s4 -36 -6 36 
1-2(0Tz(x) 1 9 I I, 9 la 9 t I 
-rz(3)-ko)/9 31 s4- do s4- 36 
T(4)T,(x) 1q SI 90 I 
TMTz(h) I 9 . 166 - - 
T2= hyaa . L.Ta?/9 = SS' 
x = o 1 A 3 4- S 6 7 8 9 re 
T3(x) -120 lif g8 9a s6 0 -S6 -91 -88 -N4 Izo 
T3(x) 14 -30 6 (23 II+ 0 -4_ -23 -22 -t 30 
TO-P/04 *a -i80 Alo -690 -14o O 4-10 690 006 I$0 - 900 
,fi)T30)1I6 36 13a 138 s4 o -84 -138 -l32 -3b -. T,(=)T3(k))16 1$.g4. Sod 
$19 
3oe O -308 -cot -484 
3a1 0 -32a -Sx9 ,(3)TPil6 
lif)01)fi6 196 0 -196 
3(s)kca/Id 
L 
1T32 6640 -F39 lit = 4-2go 
19. 
X= 0 I 1 3 4 S G 7 8 9 /0 
T4 (x) Alo -a10 -210 -35 140 Ato 140 -35' -210 -llo Alo 
G 
7-4(k) /3s G -` -I, -I 4 6 4 -1 -6 -6 
1-4(o1T,,I1t)/ia2s 36 -36 -36 -6 att. 36 24 -6 -36 -36 36 
T4104(kll22s 3t 36 6 -4 -36 -14 6 34 34 
T4 MVO f I2 5 36 (, -A4- -31 -14 6 36 
T4104011125 
I -4 -1, -4 I 
-yid v,lI9,zs 
16 24 16 
T4(s)T4(r)h27,5 36 
z T4 - 3so3so ' T,:1I1.4s 
Owing to the axi- and centro- symmetric properties of C 
we need to calculate only a V- shaped portion of the matrix, 
bounded by the two principal diagonals. 
AddingTo, and rows from the above tables, previously 
dividing the elements by the appropriate Z.T,2 /c , we obtain 
a V- shaped portion of the required matrix. 
The working is as follows, the common denominator being 
4290 
20. 
390 390 390 3qo 390 390 390 3 9 o 390 390 




540 41,0 690 66o 
36o Soo 36o 54o 
3g3o 1620 17S 78-0 94S 930 1170 logo loso lodo aos 5 
7S 4s "o G7S .1 19s- 390 sas 5 Û 97s 
No b6o 690 lao 4s ° 7s' qao 
510 Via 90 -- 90 Soo 54o 
`2.0 1176- It3o logs 76-o 87o 93o 12.00 112.0 r87S 
393o goo -300 -4t,--0 -150 Ibo Zoo I S -o -150 -lob Igo _ _ - 
390 3go 396 390 3 g 396 390 390 3 90 
6A4 46$ 312 is-6 o 
1.1) 180 
36 132 I38 S4 o 
s4o 5-40 90 
90 540 640 
1700 
15-3o q30 430 390 390 tab 930 Jll o 
30 180 a70 
310 
o 3o Igo 630 
117o Isou 75o D -4So -4PO -I s 6 300 
is-6 319. 468 6A1+ 
300 á)0 1$0 30 
'34 138 13A 3t 
540 360 
84o g7o 63o 130 b6o 
+- 396 3go 3go 3qo 390 390 396 
35-el °-134 10 
5 30 115 So 4S '3o 5 
4ß4 506 3o3 
s4o 90 90 511.o 
1770 12s6 S'60 440 436- 5fo 935 
360 S4o 




36o s4o 785" 74o gaS 




4- 390 3 9 0 390 -31'0 yo 
is-6 8 
Ig-o 27o 300 
s9 3aa 
IS 




L0 90 ba 
sa q 
bo 90 440 4,86" 
1270 icoo dory 2.00 -160 - 
-I-- 390 37o 390 
3 q + 39 
io s- 4 '0 405 :,-00 
.240 360 240 54o 









factor 10 is removed, and the remaining elements 
from the symmetric properties. 
for 41-61 
9 
Y_ 4 we have for C 
393 o -30 -4S -/S 1$ 3o IS -lS -30 18 90 77 15o ys 









in 6o 20 -10 -23 









120 143 I2o 1,0 -to 
$o I 2o 127 107) sô 
-4 S 18 
O -1 S 
IS - IS -23 -le 20 60 loa 127 145 7s" -45 -IS 30 lo -23 -3S -10 5"0 12S" 177 150 -3o 
-30 1+5 30 -IS -48 - 4S a 7S Is-0 ,77 90 
18 -30 -1S IS 30 1$ -Ls- -4S -3o Q0 393 
The sum of each row is seen to be unity. 
To calculate a matrix for Y + p , when that for r has already 
been calculated we merely add the appropriate fractions to 
each element of the matrix for c' 
22, . 
The matrices discussed above might have been expressed in terms 




+ + - - + Ì ,, 
TY (-,,+; +cp) (-.Yo +;+ 
_L_ -- 1' -/.,+ ( /N' + ) .. 




according as the matrix is of even or odd order, i.e. of order 
24ti or 2.m, -t 1; while T denotes a central Tchebychef poly- 
nomial. 
The numerical values of the elements will be the same 
as before. 
Tables of the central Tchebychef polynomials are contained 
in the paper by A.C. Aitken, Proc. Roy. Soc. Frain. Vol. LIII. 
(1933) pp. 69 - 71. 
Example II. Fit a polynomial of the fourth degree to the data 
17 40 47 49 52 69 111 123 127 115 35. 
This example is taken from A.C. Aitken's paper. 








90 -30 -4S ---Jr lá 30 IS -IS -30 Ió 
177 ISO ÌS 0 -46- -Ia-R -IS- 30 45 -30 
150 17n Ia5 50 -l0 -35 -23 /0 30 - IS 
7S 12S a7 irla Go 20 -Io -23 -IS is" 






1$ -45 -10 Go 110 143 120 60 -10 -4S 18 9 
30 -14.? -35 20 V0 12o Ia) 100 SO o -IS 111 
IS - 1S - 9,3 -10 ao to 167) 127 las `75 -45 1Q3 
-IS -10 /0 -23 -35 -/0 S'o IQS 177 I50 -3o 121 
-3o 4S 30 -IS -47 - 4s 0 15' 15o 17? 90 11 5 
Ig -3o -IS IS 30 I? -IS -45 -3o 90 '143 35 
L 
429 













taking values correct to one decimal place. 
ComparinL the observed and theoretical values we have 
7 
17 40 47 49 52 BP 221 123 127 IIE 35 785 
ir 17.7 BD.f 45.0 47.9 56.7 74.5 99.3 123.3 133.8 112.2 35.0 '78.0 
With modern aprIctlating machines the process of linear corn 
binatior is mot only rapid but very easy or the computer. 
25. 
3. ERRORS. 
If ,u, is the vector of observed values, it that of fitted 
values, ( Ak- Ar' is the vector of errors. 
Denote it by , so that & _ 
We have C. A,r 
and C .,r = IT 
( '1r) = n 
or C. = O 
This implies that the quadratic form ACC E _ o 
which is an interesting consequence of the condition that 
is to be a minimum. 
Now - r 
_ AA_ - C ,u, 
C ) u, 
the errors might be obtained by premultiplying ,u- by the 
matrix (i -c 
The matrix (L - C) is 
(I) Atti- symmetric. 
(II) Centro -symmetric. 
(III) The sum of the elements in each row (or column) equals 
zero. 
(IV) (L -cYZ = Cr -C ) 
(V) Its latent roots are 0,1 the number of zeros being 
one greater than Y , the degree of the fitted polynomial. 
These properties follow at once from those of the matrix C, 
given above. 
To prove «` we have the latent roots of 
26. 
(I-0 given by 
I -C --).1'L 1 = 0 
where ) ' ) is a latent root. 
I(1-- ')L -C-I = 0 
a2 I C - (I -l')L ( = 0 
which is the same equation as that for finding the latent 
roots of C , if ( is replaced by ñ . 
Hence the latent roots of L -C are 0 and i , the 
number of zeros being one greater than Y 
The trace, being equal to the sum of the latent roots 
= 
The sum of the squared errors equals the sum of the products 
of each observed value with the corresponding error. 





= u,' ( T_ -c) .c,, C (!) 
27. 
This curious result, that the summed squares ut , 
can be found alternatively by multiplying each residual by 
the corresponding, datum 4.4. and summing, has little practica] 
significance. It might be used, however, as ar additional 
check. If, for example, the last fitted value 4)- were 
found to agree by two different methods (alternative methods 
given in Chapters II and III), and i (1: equalled 
one would feel certain the calculations were accurate. 
Example. Taking the values on p. 114_ 4,,c4 = 246.3. 
Squaring the errors and adding we have = 249.3, 
and in good agreement with :i4x(--x 
Again, since from (i) 
- 
But from ()) 
r 
Ar 
Examples. Taking the values or p. we have 
.44 11- 71744.7 
717'45 a 
and these are approximately equal. 
Also 4,0(A4,---,3/1.( = 247.34 which agrees with 
' and / - above. 
28. 
CHAPTER II. 
MATRICES CONNECTING THE DIFFERENCES OF THE THEORETICAL 
VALUES WITH THE DIFFERENCES OF THE OBSERVED VALUES. 
4. Not only can we express the 'U'A as linear combinations 
of the ,u',o , as shown in the previous chapter, but we can 
also express the differences of the ti'o as linear combinations 
of the differences of the tt',o . We shall obtain in this 
way matrices of lower and lower order, many of whose properties 
are identical with those of the matrices from which they are 
derived. 
Let the (f,,$)- element of C be denoted by e 
and let the x`4- row of be denoted by C . 
e), = nT' - rtr 
= C - C tit, 
x+2 x +1 




C -c lk C -C x+A, 1 x+l , / o ( }- 
+ )(t2,1 71+1 ,- 
Ex 
( m- ) h-1,+ -E ) )cr ( At4,m N+rM M_1 
- 
1_C 1 Ll lt + (C O À+12 -;.2., L 
1+1,1 
i 






M-. X+ m-2 . C -c )8 X+0., I 
41-J. 
29. 
The coefficient of Q ..t_ _ (i - c,,..,_) - t - e M 
C x+A, -n - C t+I , m 
since the sum of the elements in any row of C equals unity. 
Thus every term of (1) is exactly accounted for in (2), 
and we have the first difference of Arx expressed as a linear 
combination of the first differences of the -- ,c(.1,0. There are 
(rn -I) equations of the form (2), for x takes the values 
0, 1, 2 - --- «t- 2. We can thus write down the matrix of 
the co- efficients connecting the Ljv'q with the Q,u!o It is 
a square matrix of order 'n -i , the (4,4)- element being: 
- + C _ C + C - - . -I- C -C {- C - 
1,, et-3. k+1 -2 I , 2 l t w, s +, r 
In an exactly similar manner we can express the second 
differences of the /11r/3 in terms of the second differences of 
the u'o , and obtain a square matrix of order 'n -a , derived 
from that connecting the first differences precisely as it 
was derived from e . Similarly for the third, fourth, etc. 
differences. 
If the fitted polynomial is of the r'! degree the r' 
differences of the i',0 are constant. Thus each row of the 
matrix connecting the r differences of the Ir',3 with the r'1 
differences of the -14'6 is the same, for the ì`o are arbitrary. 
Therefore the matrix connecting (r +1) differences is null. 
Denoto the matrix connecting the differences of nr 
with the differences of .u- by ,DA 
From the method of formation we find that the (At',.,n) 
element of the matrix D is 
 
30. 
- -rs l,) 
-7 ° A TS (IV) 
S 
Tables of the matrices connecting the differences are found 
in the appendix for 4, 5, 6 - --- 15 and Y = 
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
5. PROPERTIES OF D,p,, . 
(I) The sum of the elements in any row of a matrix Dh +, equals 
1 or 0, according as the degree of the fitted polynomial 
is greater than or equal to 
Let the matrix used fitting differences be 
611, Q0. Q13 
a a 
Y1 z1 - 
Q nnI A*1 R 
aAm. 
° n., nv,. 
(This matrix is C if .k _ O ). 
Consider first the case where Az.. . 
Assume the result the matrix .D . We shall prove it 
then holds for the matrix 40 . 




I a -a + a -cz + - 
l hq, 1+1,ct, 
(nty -1) (a -Q- 1 + (Api -a)( a -CL \ I-,9- 1,1-1,a 
nw ( a -a -}- a -a -i- - 
pt. tr,i k, k+r, 
(Q - GL ¡ ! + a Q 
a -¡I. 
i`,"" is.i- ' p.fl,r 
-- 
^ (a -a (a - r +, _ T -I} (a- -c 
4- /WV a - Q htr ^w h, 
J 
since we assume the result for the matrix DI 
Take the particular set of data 1, 2, - - -- -, as 
differences, and let the corresponding fitted differences be ,, , r , ó L Ar 44-r 
Then the above sum = 
But with the values 1, 2, 
- I + 
'. Q - o A- , 
' - -er ` 
as V differences, 
we get a perfect fit. 
the sum of the elements in any row of 
unity if y 
Thus/ 
e lU :.ïúa1 s 
32. 
Thus if the result holds for k it also holds for 110 
But we proved in Chapter I that the result holds for 1=0 . 
it holds for f3, = 1, 2, etc. 
If Y,ik, the sum of the elements in a row of the matrix D 
equals zero, since by the method of formation, we have the 
null matrix. 
(II) DA, is centro-symmetric. 
This follows for DI , from the properties (II) and (III) 
of C , and for b, from the properties of A , etc., and so 
for D from the properties of , from which it is derived. 
(III) D, = Dj 
= A4,5- 
Suppose the Q /if are regraduated. They must be reproduced. 
, J Q r = Q Iir 
But the ,G114 and therefore the Q A A are arbitrary. 
(IV) Latent roots of DA are 1, 0. 
z 
Since D - 




This is,in general its reduced characteristic equation. 
(In the particular cases when = I Pk 0 the reduced 
characteristic equations are ')-- o , ) - 0 
The latent roots of 
1,, 
are 1 and O. 
respectively.) 
(V) The rank of a matrix Dom.-, is one less than the rank 
of J , from which bj , has been derived, and hence the 
number of latent roots of 40 equal to unity is (r -fl 
Let the matrix connecting the y differences of the r',o 







(This matrix is C if - , o ) 
Assume that the rank of DA. is ¿ , with the first ti rows 
linearly independent. 
We shall prove that the rank of 14+i is i - 
with the first (L -0 rows linearly independent. 
Since each row of is formed from two consecutive 
rows of , whose first L rows are linearly independent, 
therefore the first (t-0 rows of 4+ are linearly 
independent. 
We shall now show that any other row of D depends 
on/ 
34. 
on these first t - I rows. 
Let _ P, a, -- 4 P2 a 
CIA...a. 
+ - . -E- Pi ac7/ 
9ir ¿ 
Also let 
Q a  û 
-f- Q, a2 ,0-i- .. 1- Q. qß`Ù 
Writing (2) and (3) for 
/ 
= 1, 2, - -- ' and adding we have 
C 
1 - /, Ps = /, QS ( 
S -I 5 _ 1 
The ( element of D is 
(t/ I"a m" 
/ 
a l 
a - + --a- a - Q, ) {k+,, 
Consider an element in the - row of 
7/ 
(ro- 
c t , 
+ P a- -I- . + P 
, where 
-Qa -6) 0. 
t a ZcU 




+ (P. o +P. -pt +p ?,)á +(P -4. 4 +P1 -Q 1) C a 
But the coefficient of ct,./ in this expression equals 
zero from (4). 
can be expressed as a linear combination of 
i 
CL 
21) ) : 
.Ú 
35. 
Hence the , (i + (.n -` (, ) 
linearly dependent on the first L- rows. 
rows of 1) are 
(-`;) 
from (I) and (5) the rank of is ti-0 with the 
first (i -r ) rows linearly independent. 
But the rank of C is r +i with the first 1..4-1 rows independent 
the rank of bf is Y with the first y rows independent 
the rank of , is r -i with the first \---1 rows independent 
etc. 
the rank of D1+ is Y-& with the first Y -k rows independent. 
Since the matrix D be put in diagonal form, with the 
latent roots as diagonal elements, therefore the number of 
latent roots equal to unity is r- , and the remaining latent 
roots are zeros. 
An alternative proof is as follows: 
If the values 'ir lie on a polynomial of degree r , the 
(J +()- differences of 'r lie on a polynomial of degree 
( Y_ ß. -1 ) . 
The first (or any set of) Y -k rows of 41_1 operating 
on the 11+0- differences of an arbitrary vector Al. produce 
r k values of the fitted differences lying on a polynomial 
of degree Y-1 -I o These r- & values, and no lesser 
number, are sufficient to determine the polynomial, and any 
other values of the polynomial, such as those given by operating 
on the ( +o) differences of the -0,a with the later rows of 




But u , and hence the (k-i ) - differences of -i are arbitrary. 
Therefore the later rows of 
E 
themselves are vectors expres- 
sible linearly in terms of the first r -L rows, from which it 
follows that 
JLT 
is of rank 6----AL) . 
Hence, as above, the number of latent roots equal to unity 
is (r -A) , and the remaining latent roots are zeros. 
(VI) Sum of the diagonal elements. 
(a) The trace of b being the sum of the latent roots 
i s (-i z. ) 
For example, when / - I I r- y. the trace (sum of diagonal 
elements) of i (p. 4_14- ) = 1716 4. 
429 
This is a useful check on the calculations. 
(b) The sum of the elements in the secondary diagonal is 
equal to 1 or 0 according as the rank of D , , equal 
to v -L , is odd or even. 
Assume the result holds for the matrix DA 
We shall prove it then holds for D,z +, 
Let D = 
a a,,s a - 1 
azi a10- aZnH 
a,, 
Now a, +a +a +- -- a - o o I 
according as the rank of k is even or odd. 
Sum / 
37. 
Sum of the elements in the secondary diagonal of 11 





( a 4 a t . 
( 
z2 
QS, + 12. - 
l a4i 4-14t+- 
= Q,, } go....+ +A - (Q 
= ( An + R, -i- - - + A ± g, 
-M q i +4 + Aft-1,1 
(c? CL -}- . . . 1) 
1 - (0 or 1, according as the rank of D is even or odd) 
from (1), and the fact that the sum of the elements in 
a row of pc equals unity (provided Dik is not null). 
1 or 0 according as the rank of 
-R 
is old or even, 
since the rank of N, is one less than the rank of t 
Hence if the result holds for rj it holds for 
But the result holds for the matrix C , i.e. 
it holds for 
For example, the sum of the elements 
of D1 ta,t H 
4 i.e. even. 
r-_ (p-11+- ) _ 
e, . 
>£$ second.da.ry diagonal 
! while the rJur, 'ye -Ts 
38. 
(VII) Sum of the diagonal minors of 1 
(a) Sum of the principal diagonal minors. 
Let it 
t 
denote the sum of the diagonal minors of order t 
of the matrix 1\ A_ 
Then 
JL _ =-" 6 
- 
is the characteristic equation of 4 
But the roots of (1) are y-LA-1 units, and /11-8--t zeros. 
the equation 




for values of L up to r-iL4-, 
1-44, 
where t t is 
the combination of y_l,f_T things, 
taken e at a time. 
Since the rank of DI, is r- 
(b) Sum of the secondary diagonal minors. 
The secondary diagonal minors of bk are the 
principal diagonal minors of TD) 
Therefore we shall investigate the principal diagonal minors 
of It; 
T \3 Now 1J-0,1L) 
symmetric and 
Hence/ 





Hence SDJL satisfies the equation 
which is its reduced characteristic equation. 
the latent roots of TN, are 0 t 1. 
The rank of TN, = the rank of k = r- A t t , 
there are v -It +1 latent roots of 71D equal to 
+ 1 or - 1, and m -r - equal to zero. 
The characteristic equation of JAL is 
11P` 1 -i + _2 + E-) M-k o (t) 
where t denotes the sum of diagonal minors of order t 






'I l 2 - 
has roots equal to + 1 and - i . 
But the sum of the latent roots of .; j} which equals the 
sum of the diagonal elements, equals 0 or 1 according as 
the rank is even or odd, by (VI) (b). 
Firstly, if the rank is even, the number of latent roots 




Since the rank of 7-IDL is the 
minors of any order 7 1----k+-1 equals 0 
m of dlaFonal 
Secondly, if the rank is odd, the number of latent 






As above, the sum of diagonal minors of any order 
equals 0 
(VIII) Any row of ,T4 multiplie-1 by a cil.= Ln whih the 
element belonging to the Drip a: is relaGel by 
unity has a product sTLlal to zer, 
Since 
a row of L, multip by a cc1-;:::n. 3 
ene thr/ 
1:1». Latent 7rJ,7...t,ora of 
SincrJ any 
a 
lie or a, l'ror off' 'win be r alasct. 
Fra,-;".za*:e-1/ 
41. 
graduated again, we have 
A 
Ak- 
The values ,b AT constitute a latent vector of the matrix D., 
Since any set of (M -.) values lying on a polynomial of 
degree r- 4L constitute a latent vectsrr of 1 , we have, in 
particular, p I Y (,,, h ) as a latent vector. 
(X) Each row of the matrix 4, after the (r -1 +o )1'3 row is 
formed by multiplying the previous r- t i rows by the 
first Y --& 4-i co- efficients of E-'Y- ( 1 -I) respectively 
and adding. 
Consider the elements in the (v +1 J - column, where 
can have any value from o to M - k 
Take II_ > 
Multiply elements in the (11--r+A -1-11- 




() respectively and add. 







we have writing terms in the reverse order 
42. 
4 -Ts (A.) 
S= 
\ 
T (k -')t 
a TS ( -v-- 11 
( Y1,+-,) 
.f,,_{,(1,) (, .+ ) ( Y--) . 
4 -TS 04. . 
Y- 
t--) 4 IS (-v+-k) 
8,u-r 4-17'Ts(ri+1) -(r-1+i) AI` + (r 4+' j(Y-) /1 TSI/ ) f 
. G- 
HAk Ï , ) s - 
= 4"-' TS 01--v +A-) 
.'. ) = (-) 
i 
Y+ > s 
4k Ts (4,+-I) 
'+, ) eL.`°_,r 4 kk 
Hence the theorem is proved. 
- -(6) 
43. 
Similarly it may be shown that each row of DL, equals the sum 
of the subsequent « a-i rows multiplied respectively by 
the first 
in the reverse order. 
2. co-efficients of (-) v 
( I ) 
Example T. Construct the matrix used for fitting first 
differences in the case nv= II , 
This matrix is of the tenth order, but owing to its 
centro -symmetric property we shall calculate only the first 
five rows. Subtract the (114-1))- row from the , then 
add the first entry to the second, the answer to the third 
and so on. 
Only the first ten columns are required, and a check on 
accuracy is that the final entry should equal c c 
The working is as follows: 
303 -B7 -2-0 -120 -1S 63 78 30 -4g- 3o3 11b 3g -VI_ -99 -36 41 /a 27 
303 1IG 36 -21+ -99 - to. a7 -18 
120 1 -9,7 -SO -50 - 35 -I3 S 0 IS- 
110 141 120 70 20 - IS -2g _ D_O o 
IZO 141 12_o 70 10 -IS -241- -2_0 p l5 
IS` iS 52 -a -SD 
IS qo 141 140 --- 





go lo -3s 
aD -3S -4g 
33 45- 
-4â -IS 
- 1S 30 
7S S 37 -21 - to -60 -30 19, 33 
-30 4-S 12.0 I47 12.0 g0 0 -30 -Is 
tts 120 I07 120 (,o o -30 _ig IS 
4-s (,0 40 `7 - 5.3 -40 -40 -2s` - 3 
-33 19, 19. 
11 a 119 16 6-4 16 -9 -----_ ---- --- 
11 Ì9, 111 1V9 96 S't 1( -9 -I 
44. 




























































41 a. a7 
-18 -Dp o 15 
-35 -4g -1s. 30 
0-30 -!îs IS 
I (, -9 -la 
119, L79. 19, -33 
14l !DJ) 4S-3o 
140 14,2, Ro I S 
7o 110 110 19-0 
4 36 16 303' 
The difference matrices may be used for fitting. For we may 
difference the -u1a , find a value 4y*_, and its differences, 
using the appropriate matrices, and then build back the 
difference table of the We may begin with any ' 
but, in general, it is more convenient to use Ara 
The method is illustrated in the following example. 









































g3)(1`? +qi.4o -30 1C7 - E457I4_9 -tSxSa. +I2x49 +3oxok9 
I IS(!23 -IS(I2:-7 -3Dxd's' -1- 1$3 X35' i i 
a a {30?) x3 +q16x7 4-3Cx2 -?¡4-)(2 
`Taxii_ f- 1(-r23 - 1+S. 
46. 
Q l-/15-o 1g3 (-16 + 9,5)4(-5) + Igxl +14 1 -losx as -I9-4 x(-3o) 




Q a Zq ?8x11 +168AL +196x13 +14o)(II --35)1(-S5)-S6Xaa-84><8) 
s965 
4aq 
d4- 43- _ 
+30e77 1-18 X(-3o) (-44) 






I a17 3b6 
9.545 -a30L 376a 135 7 
3902 - 2304 
`7b64 -947 
/955 - 23o1f 
1661 9 -325-1 
-296 23014.. 
Io3a3 - 5555 
-s851 -2304- 
4u`1a -`785-q 




Hence, dividing out, and taking values correct to one decimal 
place, we have 
4r= I1-i 3q6 46-0 47.9 51.7 -74S 9q -3 123.3 1338 11.2 36--c 
We might check our answer by working out another -x , say -4. 
This method, provided the linear combinations for 
.ir° - , Q2 - - in terms of the .&'3 42,4' - - . o 
are tabulated once and for all, is rapid and efficacious. 
The tables in question might be given in such a form as e.g. 
n1- II - =1+ 
Each element to be divided by 429. 
393 9 -30 -4S -IS 18 3o 15 - 15 -30 l á 
3a3 9,16 36 -4- -99 -st 49. `72 A-/ -48 
18'3 11,8 114. -1oS -124 -5-4 36 63 
7g 168 196 140 3s -s6 -48' 
IS- S4. 90 los- 1g 
Again, we might find 'mx 4 - - Yr and 
x -r 
build back the difference table from these values. 
In particular, we might find Ar 6-15- 
-7 ) 81 -13- - Y - o 3 
using the last rows of the matrices C and 4, . 
These values would enable us to find _ if 
required, without finding 4r, os nr -2 
48. 
CHAPTER III. 
VARIATIONS OF THE METHOD OF SMOOTHING BY LINEAR 
COMBINATION. 
6. Fitting by calculating r +I values by linear combination, 
and the remaining values from a difference table. 
To fit a polynomial of the Y r degree, calculate r +i 
consecutive values of Ar as in Chapter I. The v`- difference 
of -v'x is constant, and is calculated from the r4-i values 
of tx already obtained. It is then repeated in the difference 
table, and the remaining values of x obtained by summation. 
Any Y +I consecutive values of 
is 
might be found as 
a beginning, but in general it is more convenient to find 
/trD /r 
, 1 , 
d1 l7 , , 4 Ir of M-V-1 M-V 41.-1 ' n, }I Astri,vai 
As a check we can calculate another value of -ü,c, as most 
convenient, say -ir 
M -I 
and compare it with the value 
obtained from the difference table. 
If the value of M, is large this method will involve less 
labour than working out rpu linear combinations, as in Chapter I, 
and is one of the simplest methods of obtaining the graduated 
values, besides providing a check. 
Example I. Fit the data of Example II, Chapter I by this 
method. 
Using the first five rows of the matrix C. = + 
we have: 
49. 
393 90 -30 -4S -15 18 3o 15' -15 -30 13 
90 170 la js o -4S -4g -15 3o 45 -30 
I-7j In_S SO -Io -35 -23 to 30 -15 
IOlS 117 161 to 20 -I0 -23 -IS IS 
so tub la7 110 Sb ao -3S`-48 30 
















às"4S -" -2364 3742__---" 1357 
'"744. 
390 



























Hence, dividing out, we have the graduated values 
17.7 39.6 45.0 47.9 56.7 74.5 99.3 123.3 133.8 112.2 35.0 
as before. 
50. 
7. Fitting involving co- efficients of terminal linear 
combinations only. 
Let a polynomial of degree Y be fitted. 
As above, we have 
zï = c u + c c c + C u t - + C Ak ,uE c lt+r t) <l` C. MI1iC 0 M-Irl I M'1.1, 1. M"1, M'1 M-1 ^ 
Now, extrapolate the TIA , which all lie on the curve of the 
Y degree, to ArM , and take a corresponding - , such 
that A L _ r 
Since ( -i - o , the summed squares of deviations 
is unaltered by the addition of this value. 
Therefore the Least Square polynomial of mo u cc 
is the same as that of A.40, , Z 
To find the value of : let the co- efficients for terminal 
combination of fer,+' data be 
Then 
c c. C M,O 
iU' = Ç .ttio 1 C u, + 
O .1 1 
CM,O 40 -{" C41.1 1+ 






Similarly we can extrapolate to = <t , using the 
terminal co- efficients for 'i-t- D_ data, and we can continue in 
this way to '15M+r_, = MM +r using the terminal co- efficients 
for M +Y data. 
From/ 
51. 
From the 1-4-1 values it 4r 
M-1 , 4,3 Mrl , +r -1 
we can construct a difference table, repeat the rK difference, 
which is constant, and build back the table to find the required 
values of -jr . 
As a check one could calculate well; the r`2 
difference for 4f. rl ßt2 +Y should be the 
same as that for 
X1-1 , M ) -.,tr-i 
This method is not so well adapted for calculation as the 
previous one, for the fractional co- officients of the matrices for 
M (m 4 r +1) are different and this fact 
renders the work rather more laborious. 
Alternatively we might extrapolate to -if1 , obtaining 
co, ,ua 4- + 
. . 




where c o o 
I - Goo 
GoM are the co- efficients in the 
first row of the matrix for A14-0 data. 
Similarly we can extrapolate ) ... - 
r 
, and build the 
difference table from the values ,,ro 
-y 
Example II. Fit the data of Example II, Chapter I using only 
terminal values of the co- efficients. 
Using the last lines of the matrices for 
m, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and Y = 4 we have 
52. 







-3oX 19.1 +qo X I15 + 393 X3S 
ISO 33 
49-9 143 
4gSx ri- 6q3x1+0 -49Sx17+11,5x49+C6oX5 +-66069 + flax It 0296 
-660X -4.9Sx 91S -1-14rS"5 1 
- 138 138' 
Io539 
( (t.o'-j _ 
1oa96 
1815X17 - a145x40 -1941 Y47 -5sx49 +76oX5 +a42ox 69 34o3t+ 








I 7865X1`/ -786X40 -g5"86x1+7 -2a8gX40 +S006-4 52+9vQ5x69 -1-gS26x 119 
!36l36 
+9_86oX13 -5863x127 -13585"x It5 t>t360,x35 + 0.¡41?6} 






-50131ot+ - 363jz$ 
3-4 20449 4q 
53. 
Ars " 1 i15715"xl`1 -61956.0574.0 -747047-70x A <1., 
lib 3q6Vg 
+ s10,9 4- 810S1ox III 







7-`, 17! á 
- Tr.: x : . - 
From these five values we have th e -- - 
-7081 
-1116 
-33119 -2373 -3bo -t5 _4.L7 -V114-SC- . -14 
í2os-i,2 -17075 
-cg1V, ï - ï 




Thus we obtain, as before, the values 
17.7, 39.6, 45.0, 47.9, 56.7, 74.5, 99.3, 123.3, 133.8,112.2, 35.0, 
together with certain extrapolated values - 126.9, - 407.9, 
- 847.9, - 1491.9. 
In passing, it may be observed that since statistical 
prediction (e.g. for an ensuing year), involves precisely this 
extrapolation to M , the method described in this section can 
be used to find nr,, from Mo ,m 
the other -s'/3 at all. 
A without finding y_ 
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